
Leaders can encourage achievement of goals through the Results formula. Each R in the 
formula is effective in itself, but they are extraordinarily powerful when used in combination.

RESPECT  Defining values that will yield the results you want and acting in a way that shows respect to them

RECOGNITION  Praise for actions that show respect to your values or goals

REWARD  Visible and tangible rewards that go to people who act according to your values or goals

REINFORCE  Visual reminders of the desired results and/or the actions that will help achieve them

RELATIONSHIPS  Strong interpersonal relationships that encourage trust and communication

RESULTS  The goal that is desired

+

RESULT Beginning with the end in mind, name one end goal that is desired for your yearbook staff (meet deadlines without stress, etc.)

RESPECT List 1, 2, or 3 values you have or actions your staff can take that will yield the desired results when done repeatedly  
(communication, hard work, flexibility, etc.).

RECOGNIZE List 1, 2, or 3 ways the desired actions of individual staffers can be recognized privately or publicly by you
(Friday Kudos, handwritten note, Worker Bee Award, etc.).

REWARD List 1, 2, or 3 visible and tangible rewards that can be announced, then given publicly by you to encourage behavior
(candy bar for deadline achievers, pizza for staff after deadline is met, dollar-store prizes, etc.).

REINFORCE (VISUALS) List 1, 2 or 3 highly visible ways your goal (or variations on it) can be posted  
(large to-do list, ladder, posters, staffer-of-the week, etc.).

REINFORCE (TRADITIONS) List 1, 2 or 3 highly visible ways the desired actions or values can be emphasized
(crowns for most dependable work team, movie day after met deadline, etc.).

RELATIONSHIPS List 1, 2 or 3 things you can do to build strong relationships and communication on your staff  
(workshops, first-week teambuilders, deadline parties, etc.).
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	Respect 1: The values we need to show respect to in order to meet our deadlines are DEPENDABILITY, COMMUNICATION and POSITIVITY.
	Text Field 2: Meeting Deadlines with less stress
	Respect 4: Staffer of the Week Recognition: Editors will create a bulletin board where we can recognize a staffer of the week each Monday based on the previous week's work. Editors will select the Staffer of the Week with dependability, communication and positivity in mind.
	Respect 7: Random Goal Check: Each month, editors will announce a specific goal for page creation and a date for it to be done. Without announcing it ahead of time, we will check in on progress and reward staffers with treats if they have demonstrated dependability by meeting the goal.
	Respect 10: Paper Chains: As a way to reinforce our progress and communicate about it, we will hang a paper chain for each deadline, with each loop representing a page due. We will rip off a loop for each page that is complete and tape it to the wall next to the chain.
	Respect 13: Paper Chains: As part of our weekly staff meeting, we will rip off a loop from the paper chains for each page that is complete and tape it to the wall next to the chain. We'll create positivity by doing a staff cheer for our progress.
	Respect 16: Brain Breaks: Once per week we will do a 60-second brain break just for fun. We will get inspiration from the poster provided in the 2025 Yearbook Kit.


